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able cover material having the cover disks partially sev
ered therefrom; and
FG. 15 is a wiring diagram illustrating the controls
for the sealing apparatus.
The present invention relates to an improved arrange
ent for Sealing containers designated generally by the
letter C after they have been filled by a filing apparatus
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FEised Apr. 31, 952), Ser. No. 21,293
23 Cairns. (C. 53-39)
This invention relates to an improved method and ap
paratus for closing and sealing the mouth of a container.

(not shown). The containers are arranged to be closed

10

The general object of this invention is to heat seal a

thin sheet of material to the mouth of a container to

close and seal the same.

Another object of this invention is to apply the thin

sheet of heat sealable material to the mouth of a container
in such a manner as to provide a tight and smooth cover
for the container.

Arother cbject of this invention is to provide an im
proved arrangement for handling the heat Sealable cover

20

by a thin sheet or film of heat sealable material which
is heat sealed thereto. In accordance with the present in
vention, the sheet of cover material is made of heat seal

able plastic film in strip form designated by the letter S
in FiG. 14, and the mouth spanning disks M are partially
Cut along interrupted shear lines O from the strip so that
the mouth spanning disks are connected by integral ties
with the strip and can be advanced by the strip to the seal
ing station and supported by the strip during the sealing
operation. Locating holes h are preferably provided in
the strip in fixed spaced relation to the mouth spanning
disks M to aid in positioning the disks at the sealing sta
tion. In the embodiment illustrated, the strips S are pre
punched and wound into rolls R which are mounted on
the Sealing apparatus and fed thereby to the sealing head.

material wherein mouth spanning disks are only partially
severed from a strip of heat sealable material to enable
advancing of the disks with the strip to a heat sealing sta
tion and supporting of the disks by the strip during the
ihe heat Sealing apparatus in general includes a heat
eating operation, and in which the disks are separated Sealing
head i8; a device it for supporting a sheet of ma
from the strip after they have been applied to the con
rial
below
the head, feed mechanism 2 for advancing
tainers.
t
e Sheet material to the support 1; a cup elevating
Stii another object cf this invention is to provide an
i3 for selectively elevating a cup or container
inproved arrangement for handing and disposing of the to2echanistin
a
position
at the underside of the sheet of material,
waste strip material after the mouth spanning disks have
and
a
conveyer
mechanism generally indicated by the nu
been removed therefrom.
neral 4 for advancing the containers to the sealing sta
A more particular object of this invention is to provide
tion, and for moving the containers away from the Seal
a heat sealing apparatus including a sealing head, a de ing
station after the sealing operation. The drive mecha
vice below the head for supporting a sheet of material,
nism
the head its and the cup elevating apparatus
and an apparatus for supporting a container below the 35 E3 inoperates
timed relation with the advance of the material S
head together with an improved means for effecting nove
and the containers, to move the head and the container
ment of the head and the container into engagement with
into
with relatively opposite sides of the sheet
opposite sides of the sheet of wrapping material to heat and engageinent
heat seal the same thereto.
seal the same thereto.
The Several instrumentalities are supported in a housing
These, together with various ancillary objects and ad 40 including
a main support wall 26, a front panel 17 dis
vaitages of this invention will be more readily appreciated
posed forwardly of the lower portion of the wall 6, and
as the same becomes better understood by reference to spaced side walls 18. A forward support shelf 19 extends
the following detailed description when taken in connec
forwardly from the wall 6 and overlies the front panel
tion with the accompanying drawings wherein:
17, and a rear support shelf 21 extends rearwardly from
FIGURE 1 is a front elevational view of the sealing 4. 5 the
wall 6.
machine, with parts of the housing broken away to illus
The
apparatus 11 for supporting the sheet of material
trate details of construction;
below
the
head G comprises a lower clamp plate 23 which
Fig. 2 is a vertical sectional view taken on the plane
is attached to a pair of spaced forwardly-projecting arms
2-2 of FIGURE 1;
and is spaced therebelow by spacers 25. The arms 24
FIG. 3 is a fragmentary vertical sectional view taken 50 24
are
rigidly secured, as by welding, to the front of the
c; the plane 3-3 of Fig URE 1;
Support Wall 56 at relatively opposite sides of the head
L.

F.G. 4 is a rear view of the sealing machine;
FiG. 5 is a horizontal sectional view taken on the
are 5-5 of FIGURE 1;

55

F.G. 7 is a fragmentary front view illustrating the cup
in position below the sealing head;
FiGS. 8, 9 and 10 are fragmentary views shown par
tially in section and illustrating the position of the head
and container during different phases of the heat sealing
cycle;
FiGS. 11 and 12 are fragmentary vertical sectional

views illustrating a modified form of cup elevating ap
paratus and showing the same in different moved posi
tions;
FiG. 13 is a fragmentary front view of a sealing ap
paratus having the cup elevating device of FIGS. 11 and
i2, and with parts of the housing broken away and shown
in Section to illustrate details of construction;
Fig. 14 illustrates a portion of the strip of heat seal

3. The plate 23 has a central opening 26 therein which
is dimensioned slightly larger than the mouth of the con
tainer C and is recessed as indicated at 27 (FIGS. 8-10)

at the underside thereof to provide clearance for the cup
eievating apparatus 13. An upper clamp plate 23 is
mounted for movement toward and away from the lower
plate 23 on guide rods 29 and is yieldably urged away from
the lower plate by springs 3. The upper plate also has
60 a central opening 32 therein which is dimensioned to re
ceive the lower end of the sealing head 6 and is prefer
ably beveled as best shown in FIGS. 6 and 8-10 to facili
tate guiding of the head into the opening. An annular
resilient ring 33 is affixed to the underside of the moy
able plate 28 and projects therebelow to resiliently clamp
the sheet of material S to the lower plate, when the
piates 28 and 23 are moved into engagement with each
other. Tapered locating fingers 34 (FIG. 6) are attached
70

to the movable plate 28 and extend therebelow to project
into the holes h in the strip of sealing material to properly

locate the latter with respect to the openings in the clamp

plates. Stripper bars 36 are mounted on each of the for
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Geneva movement is mounted by an arm 96 on the shaft
and engages a Geneva cross 92 which is keyed to the shaft
49 between the bearing plates 83 and 85. The Geneva
movement will drive the shaft 49 through a preselected
angle, such as one-quarter turn, each time the shaft 87
completes one revolution. The shaft 49 is thus inter
mittently driven during a portion of each revolution of
the shaft 37, and this intermittent motion is transmitted
directly to the feed roll 47 and, through sprocket 93 on the

wardly extending arms 24 for vertical sliding movement
relative thereto, and, as shown, are attached to the arms
by fasteners 37 which project into upwardly extending
slots 38 in the bars. The stripper bars project downwardly
to adjacent the level of the stationary plate 23 and draw
the strip S of wrapping material off the locating pins 24,
when the movable plate is elevated. The movable plate

23 is operated in a manner described hereinafter in timed

relation with the movement of the head and the container

49, chain 94 and sprocket 95 on the shaft 48, to the
C to clamp the sheet of material S against the lower plate 0. shaft
other feed roll 45. The intermittent rotation of the shaft
23 prior to engagement of the cup and head with the strip
of material.

The roll R of sealing material is mounted on a stub
shaft 42 carried by the wall 16. The roll is rotatably dis
posed on the stub shaft 42 and a clutch 43 having an
adjustable pressure applying device 44 is provided for
retarding rotation of the roll relative to the shaft. The
strip S of material is advanced past the head G by spaced
feed rolls 46 and 47 which are mounted for rotation by
shafts 48 and 49 on the support plate 6. The feed rolls
46 and 47 have a plurality of circumferentially spaced
pairs of prongs 55 extending outwardly therefrom and
adapted to extend into the holes h in the strip of material
S to positively advance the same past the sealing head
10. An idler roll 52 is mounted by a stub shaft 53 above
the feed roll 46 and the strip is entrained over the idler
roll and around the feed roll as shown in FIGURE 1 to
provide extended arcuate contact between the feed roll
46 and the strip. A tensioning roll 57 is mounted for
vertical swinging movement on an arm 58, and which
arm is conveniently pivotally supported on the stub shaft
42. The tension of the clutch 43 is adjusted so that, when
the feed rolls 46 and 47 are idle, the weight of the ten
sioning roll 57 and the arm 58 will move the same down
wardly and unwind a section from the roll R of sealing
material. When the feed rolls are thereafter indexed, the
inertia of the roll 41 inhibits rapid unwinding from the
roll and the tension roll 57 then moves upwardly to feed

5

49 is also transmitted through a sprocket 93 on the shaft
49, chain 99 and sprocket 67 to the shaft 66 to drive
the roll. 6; with the main feed rolls 46 and 47 and at a
rate such that the peripheral speed of the roll 6i is sub
stantially the same as the peripheral speed of the feed
rolls 46 and 47. The shaft 66 is also connected through
sprocket 103 and chain 62 to the sprocket 79 on the
brush drive shaft 78. As will be noted from FIG. 4,
the sprocket 79 has a smaller diameter than the sprocket
192 on the shaft 66 so as to drive the brush at a higher
rate and maintain a somewhat higher peripheral speed
than on the drum 6.1. Thus, when the motor 85 is ener
gized, the Geneva movement turns the main feed rolls
46 and 47 through one-quarter turn to advance the strip
S a distance corresponding to the spacing between adja
cent pilot holes h and the drum 61 and brush 77 are ro

tated in time relation with the feed rolls to withdraw

the waste strip from the feed rolls and to compact and dis

charge the strip.
The heat sealing head 10 is best shown in F.G. 6 and

includes a body is having a lower end corresponding in
outline to the mouth end of the container C to be sealed,
and which lower end is recessed to provide a depending

eripheral rib 12. The central area head is preferably
further recessed as indicated at 3 to prevent overheat
ing of the central portion of the sheet of sealing material
as it is applied to the container. The head is herein
heated by a plurality of heater cartridges 3 located in

the unwound section of material to the machine. The
tension roll 57 also serves to maintain a tension on the 40 annularly spaced bores in the head, and a thermostat 14
is mounted in the head and connected to the heater ele
strip S to aid in forcing the feed pins 5 through the

holes h in the strip.
After the strip S passes the feeding head, the mouth
spanning portions M have been removed from the strip
leaving only an open framework, which is somewhat diffi
cult to feed and dispose of. The waste strip after it
leaves the feed roll 47 passes between a drive roll 6 and
an idler roll 62. The idler roll is mounted on an arm
63 which is pivoted to the support wall i6 by a pin 64 and
the idler roll is yieldably urged into engagement with the
drive roll by a spring 65. The drive roll 6 is mounted
on a shaft 66 and is driven by a sprocket 67 (see FIG.
5). The strip, after it leaves the drive roll 61, passes
through a funnel shaped guide 69 which is mounted by a
bracket 7, on the support wall 6. The guide laterally
folds and compacts the strip into a loose rope-shaped con
figuration which is passed over a grooved idler wheel 73.
The idler wheel is supported on a pin 74 carried by a
bracket 75. The bracket 75 is mounted for vertical swing
ing movement on a pin 76 attached to the support wall
E6, and is yieldably urged upwardly by the spring 65 into
engagement with a drive brush 77. This brush is attached
to a shaft 78 which is rotatably supported in the support
wall 6 and has a drive sprocket 79 at its outer end. A
stationary stripper 35 extends into the grooved idler wheel
77 and is attached by a bracket 82 to the front wall of
the housing. The stripper plate is provided to prevent
the rope-like waste strip from winding around the idler
wheel.
The strip feed mechanism is intermittently operated to

advance the strip of material past the feeding head by a

motor 85 which is connected through a belt 842 to a Reeves
type adjustable pulley 83 on a gear reducer 86. The gear
reducer has an output shaft 87 which is supported in

spaced bearing plates 38 and 89 and rotates continuously
while the motor is energized. The drive roller 91 of a

ments to control the temperature of the head. The head
has a cover 16 fastened thereto by studs 127 and is sup
ported by a rod 18 which loosely extends through an
opening i9 in the cover. The lower end of the rod has

a ball 12 formed thereon which is clamped to the head
adjacent the lower end thereof by a socket member 22
to support the head on the rod for limited lateral tilting
movement and thereby enable the head to shift slightly
and align itself with the mouth of the cup. The upper
end of the rod 8 is attached to an arm 124 carried by
a vertically movable slide 125. The slide 25 is mounted
in guideways 26 located at the rear of the support plate
16. An operating rod 128 having a turnbuckle 30 there
55

60

70

in is connected to the slide and to a cam mechanism to
be described hereinafter which elevates and lowers the

head in timed relation with the advance of the strip mate
rial. The movable clamp plate 28 is moved into clamping
engagement with the lower plate 23 in response to lowes
ing of the head 16. For this purpose, a plurality of rods
13 are slidably mounted in the bores 132 in the head and
are yieldably urged to a lower position by a spring 33.
The rods are spaced from the movable clamp plate 28,
when the head is in its raised position, and moved down
wardly with the head to engage the movable plate and
move the same into clamping engagement with the lower
plate 23.
A head elevating and lowering cam 136 is keyed to a
can shaft 37, which cam shaft is rotatably journaled in
a bearing 46 on the support plate 16. The camshaft 37
is driven through a sprocket 138, chain 139 and sprocket

4 to the output shaft 87 of the gear reducer. The
Sprockets 38 and 4 are arranged so that the shaft 137
turns through one complete revolution each time the shaft
87 rotates through one revolution. A bell crank 144 is

3,112,587
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pivotally mounted by a pin 145 on the Support wall 16
tinuously
while
the
motor
35
is in operation. A second
and has a follower 43 thereon engageable with the cam
endiess
conveyor
inciding
a
drive drum 195 (F.G. 1),
136 to be moved thereby as the cam rotates. The foll
idler
drum
156
and
belt
97
is
provided to advance the
lower is connected through a link 46 to the lower end of
away from the sealing station. The second endless
the rod 128 to elevate and lower the head 18, and a spring cups
conveyer extends parallel to the support wall 6 and the
347 engages the beli crank to yieldably urge the roiler 43
drive druin 95 is rotatably rounted between the support
against the cam and to urge the head to a raised position. waii
aid the front panel 7 while the idler drunn 95 is
The cups C are advanced to the Sealing station and
mounted on outwardly extending arms 38. Preferabiy,
elevated into engagement with the strip S, in timed rela the arms 153 are also mounted for vertical swinging move
tion with the operation of the head 59. In the embodi 0. ment
about a pin i99 to enable the end of the second
ment of FIGS. 1-10, the container elevating mechanism
conveyer to b3 SWilling upwardly and out of the way when
comprises a cup Support block 161 which is normally posi
not in use. The second or discharge conveyer is driven
tioned as shown in FCS. 1, 3 and 7 at the level of the
in
timed relation with the inlet conveyer. As shown in
container support platform 59. The block 61 is sup
FiG.S. 1 and 2, a sprocket 232 is provided on the cross
ported on a pair of rods 62, each of which include tele 5 shaft E39 and is connected through a chain 293 to an
scopic upper and lower sections 63 and 64 respectively.
idier sprocket 284. A second ider sprocket 205 is con
Springs 65 are disposed in the lower sections 64 and
nected to the sprocket 234 and through a chain 236 to
engage the upper sections 263 to yieldably urge the latter
a
drive sprocket 267 on the drive drum 395.
upwardly, and a pin 66 is attached to each of the upper
The conveyer mechanism also includes a transfer mech
sections and extends into a slot iS7 in the lower section 20 anisin for moving the container from the inlet conveyer
to limit relative movement between the upper and lower
onto the elevating block i3S, and for inoying the sealed
sections. As will be noted, the pins 66 normally engage
contailers fronn the elevating block onto the discharge
the upper ends of the slots 67 and the springs 565 are conveyer. This transfer niechanism includes a bar
adapted to yield and permit limited telescoping of the
nicuited for slidiiag icoverinent in guides 232 and 233 on
upper and lower sections when the downward pressure on 25 the front of the support wall 5. The bar 25 moves in
the block 263 exceeds a preselected value. The lower
a directio; parallel to the Support Wall 16 and has a de
sections 64 are slidably mounted in guide blocks 68 and
pending arm 254 rigid therewith and which extends
569 attached to the rear face of the front panel 7. A
downwardiy to a point below the cup support platform 59.
container elevating cam 71 is secured to the shaft 37
ite lower end of the arm 234 is connected through a link
and a follower piate 172 rides on the periphery of the
5 to a lever 256, which lever is pivotally mounted at
cain and is connected through rods 573 and lower cross
on the support waii. 16. A transfer cam 219 is at
head 5743 to the lower ends of the rods 62. The rods 73
sched
to the shaft 237 for rctation therewith and engages
2. foliower 223 on the lever 235 to move the lever and the
are also conveniently guidably mounted in the guides 68
3
and 169 and raise and lower the cup support block 65.
ansfer
bar 22, to the right as viewed in FiG. 1. A
as the cam 7 rotates. An upper guide 75 is attached
222 is attached to the lever and to the front wall
to the front panel 7 and a Support wall 16 and slidably
urge the lever to a retracted position. The transfer
supports the upper sections 263 of the telescoping rods
ii
has a first cup engaging finger 225 extending for
52.
The cups or containers C are of the type having an
outwardly extending peripheral rim R adjacent the upper
e
end. in the embodiment shown, the rims R are con
nected to the main body of the cup C by a thin frangible
of the inlet conveyer and prevent the advance of cups
section to enable detachment of the rim from the cup,
therealog when the stop bar is out of its initial position
and the mouth opening portion Mi of the sheet material shown in FC. A second feed finger 227 is attached
attached to the upper edge of the rim for removal there 45 to tie feed bar 2E and is arranged to move the containers
with. The cup support block 63 is arranged to engage freira the elevating block 6: onto the outlet conveyer,
the rim and has a central opening 275 adapted to receive when the transfer mechanism is noved to the right as
the body of the cup. As the block 6 moves upwardly, viewed in F23. 1. As best shown in the drawings, guide
it passes around the cup and centers and locates the same rails are provided along each of the several conveyers for
and a peripheral rib 75 is provided on the upper edge guiding the containers therealong.
of the block around the central opening 175 to engage the
the seating apparatus includes a heater control switch
underside of the rin R on the cup. A stationary Support
231 which, as shown in FiG. 15, is connected in circuit
piate 377 is disposed within the central opening of the with the termost at 54 and heatei's ii.5 to control ener
block 16, when the latter is in its lowered position, to gization of the same. A main start switch 232 is arranged
support the cup prior to elevating of the same. The plate 5 5 to coin trol energization of the drive notor 35. A pilot
77 is conveniently attached by a post 178 to the guide lamp 233 is connected in the circuit with the heaters to
biock 375, as best shown in FIG. 3.
give a visual indication when the heaters are energized
The conveyer mechanism 34 advances the cups to the
and, when the pilot laiip goes cut under the control of the
eievating block 61 and aiso advances the sealed cups
therinostat i4 in the head, it indicates that the head has
from the elevating block to a discharge station. For this 80 reached proper operating temperatures so that the main
purpose, a first endless type conveyer including a drive switch 232 can be operated to start the motor 35. The
motor operates continuously when the switch is closed
drun 332 (Fig. 2), an idler drum 33 and a flexible belt
134 is arranged to advance the cups in a direction p2rpen
to continuously rotate the shaft 337 and the cams thereon,
dicular to the support waii 13, to a position alongside the and to intermittently rotate the shaft 49 and the feed
cup elevating block ió1. The drive drum 332 is mounted 65 mechanism connected thereto. in order to assure that
in suitable bearings (rict shown) on the front waii. 16 and
the sealing apparatus will return to its normal position
the idler drain is mounted on spaced arms 35 which ex
shown in FiG. 1, when the switch 232 is cut off, a holding
tend forwardiy from the panel 47 and are conveniently switch 235 (FGS. 4 and 15) having an actuator 236 is

5

lfi.

:;
es

pivotally connected thereto by a pin 186 to enable the
conveyer to be swung upwardly and out of the way when
not in use. The drive drum 82 is driven through bevel
gears 83 from a cross shaft 89 which extends between
the support wall 35 and the front panel 7. The cross
shaft has a sprocket 19: connected through a chain i92 to
a sprocket 193 on the cam shaft 137 and is driven con

70

75

rovided at the rear of the panel E6 and arranged to pro
vide a holding circuit for the motor, whenever the slide
125 is out of its raised position. A finger 237 is connected
to the slide and engages the actuator 236 to open the
switch 235 when the side returns to its normal position
to thereby stop the motor 85 at that time if the main

switch 232 is also open. A stop switch 239 is mounted

3,112,587
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can reaches the position in which the point d engages the
roller i43, the head and cup engage relatively opposite
sides of the Strip S. As will be noted, the cup rim R
Projects slightiy above the upper surface of the lower

7

can 71 raises the container C so that, when the sealer

On the inlet conveyer area 35 and is connected in series
With the notor 85 to stop the motor when the switch is

open. As shown in FIG. 2, the switch 238 has a finger
233a which extends into the path of movement of the
articles along the conveyer belt 34. The switch 230
remains closed so long as one of the containers C is in
proper position on the inlet conveyer and is automatically
opened to stop the motor when the supply of containers is
interrupted.
in the packaging of certain commodities it is desirable
to provide a protective atmosphere in the container. As
shown in FIG. 1, the protective atmosphere is introduced
through a pipe 249 having an outlet end 24 which closely
underlies the stationary clamp plate 23 to discharge a pro
tective gas into the container just prior to sealing of the
same. The flow of gas to the outlet 24 is under the
control of a valve 243 (FIG. 4) having an operator 244.
A cairn 245 is attached to the shaft 87 and arranged to
engage. the operator 244 to open the valve after the cup
has been partially raised, as shown in F.G. 8, and before
the cup has engaged the underside of the strip of sealing
material S to introduce the protective atmosphere into the

clamp plate 23 so as to draw the mouth spanning portion
M of the strip tight across the mouth of the container.
The depending rib on the sealer head seals the periphery
of the mouth spanning portion to the container and, as

0

5

will be incted from FiGS. 8-10, a slight clearance is
provided between the upper clamp plate and the sealer
ead to prevent excessive heating of the clamp plate.
As the shaft 37 continues rotation to advance point e
on the Sealer cam to the follower rollier 43, the sealer

i35 pushes the head & downwardly and through the
clariip plates 23 and 23 to sever the mouth spanning

ion Mi from the remainder of the strip, while main
taining the same firgiy pressed against the rim R on the
20

container as shown in FiG. 10. The elevator cam 171
begins to lower the container at a rate the same as or pref
erably slightly lower than the rate of downward move

inefit of the head to maintain the container firmly pressed
against the head. The springs 365 in the elevator head
Support rods 52 yield to permit limited overtravel of the
OPERAICN
25 elevator block. The transfer cam 29 operates the trans
As previously noted, the motor 35 runs continuously fer bar 2ii to retract the fingers 225 and 227, while the
during operation of the machine. However, for con

container.

container is in its raised position, as is also shown in
venience in describing the operation, it will be assumed
FiG. 10. Continued rotation of the shaft 437 brings
that the parts are initially in the position shown in FIGS. the
back to the position shown in FGS. 1-5.
1-5 and 7 with the head E3 in its raised position, the 30 itparts
will
thus be noted that the head G, the elevator
transfer fingers 225 and 227 in their retracted position,
block
16,
and the clamp plates 23 and 23 are operated
and the cup elevating block 16: in its lowered position.
in
timed
relation
with each other to sequentially clamp
During the initial approximately 90° of angular movement
the
Strip
of
material
between the clamp plates, and there
of the shaft 245, that is when the head operating cam 136
after
nove
the
head
and cup into engagement with the
moves from a position in which point a contacts the fol
opposite sides of the strip of material. As previously
lower i43 to a position in which point b contacts the
noted, the cup preferably is raised to a position slightly
follower i43, there is to significant downward movement
above the upper surface of the stationary clamp plate
of the head it. The Geneva movement, however, drives
23 to tension the mouth spanning portion M of the strip
the shaft 49 through one-quarter turn and indexes the
and the head is thereafter pressed downwardly through
40
feed rolls 46 and 47, through one-quarter turn to ad
the strip while the latter remains clamped, to sever the
vance the strip S of sealing material a distance corre
mouth
Spanning portion from the strip.
sponding to the spacing between adjacent pilot holes h
A sealing machine having a modified form of cup lifter
to position a new mouth spanning portion M below the and transfer mechanism is illustrated in FIGS. 11-13.
head. The drive roll 62 operates to draw the waste strip The remainder of the machine is the same as illustrated
over the ider rol. 62 and the brush 77 draws the com
FIGS. 1-10 and only the modified portion of the inna
pacted rope-like waste through the guide 69 and dis in
chine is illustrated in FIGS. 11-13. he housing is the
charges the same. As previously mentioned, the index
Same as in the preceding embodiment and like numerals
ing of the strip is quite rapid and the inertia of the roll followed by the subscript () are used to designate cor
41 of material inhibits rotation thereof. The tension
responding parts. Thus, the housing includes the Support
roll 57 then moves upwardly to allow feeding of the 50 Wallié", a front panel 7 and a platform 19'. The main
imaterial to the head, without tearing of the strip. The
can shaft 37' is rotatably supported in a bearing 149'
transfer can 22.9 turns with the sealer caim 35 and is
on the Support wali and is driven in timed relation with
shaped so as to advance a succeeding container from the
the
strip feed mechanism through a sprocket 138. A rod
inpit conveyor beit 84 onto the support plate 77 with
26 is connected to the slide for raising and lowering
in the elevating block 61, as shown in FIG. 7 when
the head. However, in the present embodiment, the rod
point b on the sealer can reaches the roller. During is yieldably urged to a lowered or retracted position by a
this initial movement, the elievating cam 37 produces no
Spring 392 which is terminally attached as by a pin 332
elevating novement of the cup elevating block 61.
to the rod and to a bracket 303 on the shaft 37. The
As the shaft 37 continues to rotate, the sealer cam
bracket 363 is Inounted on the shaft in a manner to permit
135 moves the head downwardly; the transfer can 259 60 the latter to rotate relative thereto. The sealer can 136
permits the feed finger 225 and 227 to retract sufficient is attached to the shaft i37 at the rear of the Support
to provide clearance for elevating the block 15, and the Wall and a follower 243' is attached directly to the lower
elevator can 73 begins raising of the block 15. F.G. 8
end of the actuator rod 328 to effect elevating of the rod
illustrates the position of the parts when the point c on
and the head.
the sealer can engages the rollier E43. As will be noted,
In this embodiment, a single endless conveyer includ
the head it has moved down a distance sufficient to press
ing a drive drum 386, an idler drum 397 and belt 388 is
the upper claimp plate 25 against the lower clamp plate 23,
mounted for movement parallel to the front Support Wall
to grip the strip S of sealing material therebetween.
5 past the sealing station. The conveyer is driven in
The head, however, has not yet contacted the sealing
timed
relation with the other instrumentalities from a
strip S, and the container C is below the strip. At about
drive sprocket 351 on the cam shaft 137, which drive
this point, tha can arm 245 on the gear reducer shaft 87
Sprocket is connected through a chain 312 to a sprocket
engages the valve operator 244 to open the valve 243
313
the drive drum 306. The cup elevating apparatus
and introduce a protective atmosphere into the top of the 13' isonlocated
intermediate the ends of the conveyer belt
container. As the shaft 37 continues rotation, the sealer 398. The elevating
apparatus is mounted on a vertically
can 133 moves the head 6 downwardly and the elevator
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9.

xtending rod 315 which is attached at its upper and lower
ends by brackets 356 and 327 to the supporting waii (6.

A side block 353 is mounted on the rod 3:15 and a screw

335 extends into a vertical siot 323 (FEG. 13) in the rod
to hold the block against rotation and to limit downward
movement of the sane. Cpposed overs 32 having lateral

16)
the cam 7' rotates, it raises the actuator block 326 to

sequentially close the jaws 324 and elevate the container at
the sealing station. When the point x on the elevator cam
its engages the roller 335, the jaws are retracted a short
distance to move the cup downwardly. The sealer can
$33 is shaped so as to permit the head retracting spring
35E to lower the head during the initial retraction of the
cup so that the head moves downwardly through the strip

ears 322 intermediate their ends are pivotally mounted
by pins 333 on the block for vertical movement there
with. The levers extend upwardiy through suitabie open of Sealing material to sever the mouth spanning portion
ings in the support piatform ES’ and have opposed U therefron, in the same manner as is illustrated in F1G.
shaped jaws 324 on their upper einds adapted to extend
i0. The elevator cam thereafter further retracts the cup
around a cup to clamp the same therebetween. An actua
back
to its initial position and the seaier cam 36' raises
tor block 325 is slidably mounted on the rod below the
the
head
to its normal raised position.
block 353 and is connected through links 327 to the
The sealing operation performed by the apparatus
lower ends of the levers 322. As will be inoted from
showin in FGS. 11-13 is thus the same as that performed
FiCS. 11 and 12, the links 327 diverge relative to each
the apparatus of FIGS. 1-10. However, the spaced
other in ail operative positions of the device and are by
camp jaws 324 enable the use of a single continuous con
d to spread the icwer ends of the le tS when the
Weyer, as contrasted to the separate conveyer sections and
actuator block 325 is moved upwardly relative to the slide
transfer
mechanism for moving the cups between the dif
block 33 to thereby close the aws 324 as shown in FIG. 20 ferent Sections
of the conveyer employed in the previous
1. i. A spring 323 is interposed between the blocks 3:3
embodiment. This simplifies the transfer of the con
and 326 to yieidably urge the same apart, and a sleeve
through the machine and enabies somewhat more
333 extends upwardly from the actuator biock and is tainers
rapid operation.
adapted to engage the underside of the side block 333
We ciairn:
to limit closing movement of the jaws 323. The side
1. An apparatus for applying a sheet of heat seaiable
biock 323 is yieldably urged to a lowered position by a
raateriai to the mouth of a container comprising a heat
3 which is terminally attached to the slide block Sealing
head, neans for advancing a sheet of heat sealabie
in ear 334 on the lower bracket 3.7. An elevator
ligaterial
past the Sealing head, means for selectively clamp
Iron-rotatably secured to the cam shaft 3i
ing
the
sheet
of material around a cential mouth spanning
and engages a follower 335 attached to the actuator biock.
area, means for moving the head, the sheet material and
As will be noted, during the initial upward noverinent
the container relative to each other to bring the head
of the actuator biock 326, the links 327 spread the lower
and the mouth of the container into engagement with
ends of31:the ever 323 and close the jaws 324. When the
opposite sides of the mouth spanning portion of the sheet
sleeve 335 thereafter engages the slide thock 338, the jaws
whereby
heat Seal the same thereto, and means for
5
3.
in their cicsed position are elevated to thereby elevate thereaftertomoving
the head and container in unison rela
the container C therewith.
tive to the clamping means with the head and container
A pair of S op fingers
w
342 and 342 (F.G. 13) are
in engagement with opposite sides of the sheet to separate
aft 343 for noveinent into and out
the mouth spanning portion from the sheet.
cups C on the conveyer
2. An apparatus for applying a sheet of heat sealabie
aft is conveniently supported on the 4. O material
to the mouth of a container comprising a heat
a lever 344 is attached to the
ise rock shaft
Sealing head, means for advancing a sheet of heat sealable
for selectively operating the stop fingers. The stop finger material
past the sealing head, means for selectively clamp
343 is positionsd to engage a cup on the conveyer beit ing the sheet
of material around a central mouth spanning
303 and stog
same at the Sealing station in Substantiai
area, means for moving the head, the sheet material and
registry with the jaws 324. The other stop finger 343 is
the container relative to each other to bring the head and
itioned in advance of the sealing station to stop the
the mouth of the container into engagement with opposite
se
bsequent
containar before it engages the clamping jaws.
sides of the mouth spanning portion of the sheet whereby
wer 344 is coinected through a link 345 to a can
to heat seal the same thereto, and means for noving the
ed ever 347 which is pivotally attached by a pin
haad through said sheet after said mouth spanining portion
wall ig'. A spring 349 is terminally has
been sealed to the container to separate the mouth
i. chedtheto suggori
£ha support waii aid to the ever 347 to yield
spanning portion from the sheet.
irge the stop fingers to their cup engaging position
3. An apparatus for applying a sheet of heat sealable
s C W. i
F G . 11.
i
A roiler 353 is provided on the fol
material to the mouth of a container comprising, a heat
icwer ever 347 and engages the periphery of a transfer
Sealing head, a stationary clamp having an opening
can 352 en the cam shaft. As shown in FiG. 13, the
aligned with said head and dimensioned to receive the
cam 352 is shaped so as to normaliy perinit the lever t
mouth of a container, a movable ciamp mounted for
move the stop fingers 342 to their engaged position and novelinent
toward and away from said stationary clamp
has a lobe 352a
352a wi
which moves the cam lever 347 down
and having an opening aligned with said head for receiv
wardly for a shortt time while the jaws 324 are open,
ing Said head, means for advancing a sheet of heat seai
Stificient to permit the cup at the sealing station to ad 60 able
material between said plates, means supporting a
vance away from the jaws and to permit a Succeeding Con container
for movement into and out of said opening in
tainer or cup to advance to the sealing station.
said
stationary
clamp, means for moving said head and
The machine is shown in FGS. 11 and 13 in a position
said container Supporting means toward each other to ad
with the jaws closed and the stop fingers 342 disposed in Vance
the head and a container cn said supporting neas
the path of movement of the containers along the beli into engagement
with opposite sides of the sheet and for
333. As the cam shaft 237 rotates in the direction indi
cated by the arrow in FIG. 13, the cam 17' perinits the similitaneously moving said movable clamp toward said
stationary ciamp to clamp the sheet therebetween, said
rolier 335 to move downwardly and thereby open the
jaws as shown in FIG. 12. At the proper time, the iobe moving means being operative after said head and the
352a on the stop cam 352 engages the roller 351 and moves 70 mouth of the container have engaged the sheet to there
the stop fingers 342 to a retracted position for a time inter after move the head through the sheet to sever the mouth
vai sufficient to permit the cups at the sealing station to spanning portion from the sheet.
advance away therefrom and to permit a succeeding cup
4. The combination of claim 3 wherein said head has
to advance to the sealing station. The fingers 342 are
means extending therebelow and resiliently engageable
then moved back to their cup engaging position and, as 75 with said movable clamp for moving the latter toward the
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stationary clamp to clamp the shcct therebetween prior
to said head engaging said sheet.
5. An apparatus for applying a sheet of heat sealable
material to the mouth of a container comprising, hori
zontally spaced feed rolls for supporting a strip of heat
sealable material therebetween and for advancing the
strip, a heat sealing head positioned above the portion of
said strip between the rolls, a container elevating appa
ratus disposed below the portion of the strip between the
roils, means for moving said head and said container
elevating apparatus toward and away from each other to
bring the head and the mouth of a container into engage
ment with opposite sides of the strip to heat seal the strip

5

o

12

sides of the strip around the mountil spanning portion and
to bring the heat sealing head and tie incunth cf the con
tainer into engagemeat with opposite sides of the mouth
spanning portion while it remains attached to the strip
to heat seal the mouth spanning portion to the container,
said drive means including means for thereafter noving
the heat seating head and the container elevating head in
unison relative to the clamping means with the head Sea
ing head and container in engagement with opposite sides
of the mouth spanning portion to separate the nouth
spanning portion from the Strip.
11. An apparatus for applying a sheet of heat Sealable
material to the mouth of a container comprising, a cover

applying head, means for advancing a strip of heat Seal
to the container, means for intermittently advancing said able
past said cover applying head, clamping
rolls in timed relation with the movement of said head 5 meansmaterial
engageable
with opposite sides of the sheet of mate
and container elevating apparatus to position a succeed rial around a central
mouth spanning portion, a container
ing mouth spanning portion of the strip below the head, elevating
head, means for heating one of said heads, and
and means for disposing of the waste strip after it has drive ineans
for moving the cover applying head, the
been advanced past the sealing head, said disposing means
ciang
means
and
container elevating head relative to
including guide means adapted to receive the strip aid : each other to bringthe
clanup means into engagement with
having a width substantially less than the strip to laterally opposite sides of thethe
around the mouth Spanning por
compact the strip as it passes therethrough, and means at tion and to bring thestrip
cover
applying head and the mouth
the outlet end of the guide means for drawing the strip
of the container into engagement with opposite sides of
therethrough.

the mouth spanning portion while it remains attached to
the strip to heat seal the mouth spanning portion to the
drawing the strip through the guide means includes a container,
said drive means including means for there
rotary brush engageable with the compacted Strip to ad after moving
the cover applying head and the container
vance same, and means for rotating said brush at a speed elevating
head
in unison relative to the clamping means
in excess of the speed of rotation of said feed rolls.
with
the
cover
applying
head and container in engagement
30
7. The combination of claim 5 wherein said means for
opposite sides of the mouth spanning portion to sep
drawing the strip through said guide means comprises with
arate the mouth spanning portion from the strip, said
a grooved idler wheel and a rotary brush engageable with
drive
means including a resilient over-travel member for
said idler wheel to advance the compacted strip, and
driving
one of said heads for limiting pressure applied to
means for rotating said brush at a speed higher than the 35 the container
and for maintaining the mouth of the con
speed of said feed rolls.
and the cover applying head in yieldable engage
8. An apparatus for applying a sheet of heat Sealable tainer
material to the mouth of a cup comprising a heat sealing ment with opposite sides of the mouth spanning portion
6. The combination of claim 5 wherein said means for

25

the sheet while the heads move in unison relative to
head, means for intermittently advancing a Strip of heat of
the
means.
sealable material along a path below said head, an elon 40 12.clamping
An apparatus for applying a sheet of heat sealable
gated conveyer means disposed below said head for ad material
the mouth of a container comprising, a cover
vancing a cup horizontally, spaced clamping jaws over applying tohead,
means for advancing a strip of heat seal
lying said conveyer below said head normally spaced apart able material past
said cover applying head, clamping
to permit a cup on said conveyer means to pass there
thens
engageable
with
opposite sides of the sheet of mate
through, means for sequentially closing said jaws to clamp rial around a central mouth
spanning portion, a container
a cup therebetween and for thereafter elevating said jaws elevating head, means for heating
one of said heads, and
to elevate a container into position below the underside drive means for moving the cover
applying head, the
of said sheet and into engagement with the sealing head
clamp
means
and
the
container
elevating
head relative to
to heat seal the sheet to the container.
other to bring the clamp means into engagement with
9. An apparatus for applying a sheet of heat sealabie 50 each
opposite sides of the strip around the mouth spanning
material to the mouth of a cup comprising a heat sealing
portion
and to bring the cover applying head and the
head, means for intermittently advancing a strip of heat
of the container into engagement with opposite
sealable material along a path below said head, an elon mouth
of the mouth spanning portion while it remains at
gated conveyer means disposed below said head for ad sides
tached
strip to heat seal the mouth spanning por
vancing a cup horizontally beiow said head, a slide block tion to tothethecontainer,
said drive means including means
mounted for vertical sliding movement below said coin
thereafter moving the cover applying head and the
veyer, arms pivotally attached to said block and extend for
elevating head in unison relative to the clamping
ing upwardly along opposite sides of said conveyer, op container
means
with
the cover applying head and container in
posed jaws on said arms adapted to clamp a cup there
with opposite sides of the mouth spanning
between, means engageable with said arms to sequentially engagement
to separate the mouth spanning portion from
pivot said arms relative to said slide block to close the 60 portion
the
strip,
said drive including means swively supporting
jaws and to thereafter raise the slide block to elevate a
said
cover
applying head for limited angular movement
container into position below the sheet of material and to enable self
alignment of the cover applying head with
into engagement with said sealing head to heat seal the
the
mouth
of
the
container.
sheet to the container.
13.
An
apparatus
for applying and heat sealing a sheet
85
10. An apparatus for applying a sheet of heat sealable or heat sealable material
to the mouth of a container
material to the mouth of a container comprising, a heat
comprising, a heat sealing head having a peripheral heat
sealing head, means for advancing a strip of heat Sealable
rim at the underside thereof, means for heating
material past said heat sealing head, clainping means en sealing
heat sealing rim to a temperature sufficient to effect
gageable with opposite sides of the sheet of material the
heat sealing of the material to a container, means for ad
for selectively clamping the sheet of material around a 70 vancing
of heat sealable material crosswise of the
central mouth spanning portion, a container elevating head to aa sheet
position therebelow, means for advancing an
head, means for heating said heat sealing head, and drive open mouthed
container to a position below said head,
means for moving the heat sealing head, the clamp means spaced upper and
clamp plates disposed at opposite
and the container elevating head relative to each other to sides of said sheetlower
for
clamping
the sheet therebetween
bring the clamp means into engagement with opposite

3
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for moving said head, said clamp plates and said
iner relative to each other to clamp the sheet be
ciamp plates and bring both the lower end
head and the mouth of the container to the level of

the sheet and into engagement with opposite sides of the
mouth spanning portion of the sheet within the camp
plates to thereby heat seal the mouth spanning portion of
the sheet to the container while the mouth spanning por
tion remains attached to the sheet and the sheet is clamped
between the clamp plates, and means for thereafter mov
ing the head and container in unison relative to the clamp
plates with the head and container in engagement with op
posite sides of the sheet to separate the mouth spanning

pcrition from the sheet.
14. Ail apparaits for applying and heat sealing a sheet
f thin plastic Imaterial to the mouth of a cup having a
narginal rin around the mouth comprising, a heat seal

ing head having a peripheral heat sealing rim at the under
side thereof, ineans for heating the heat sealing rim to a
tennperature sufficient to effect heat sealing of the mate
rial to the cup, spaced upper and lower clamp plates hav
ing a central mouth spanning opening therein aligned
with Said head and dimensioned to closely surround said
heat sealing rim, means for advancing a strip of heat seal
able plastic material between said clamp plates, said clamp
plates being normally spaced below said heat sealing rim
to maintain the strip out of contact therewith, cup sup
port means engageable with the rim on the cup for Sup
porting the cup, drive means for moving said head, said
clarinp plates and said cup supporting means relative to
each other to ciamp the strip between the clamp plates
and to bring both the rim on the head and the rim on the
cup into engagement with opposite sides of the mouth

O

of the cup to separate the mouth spanning portion from
the strip.
16. An apparatus for applying and heat sealing a sheet
of thin piastic material to the mouth of a cup having
a marginal rim around the mouth comprising, a heat seal
ing head having a peripheral heat seating rim at the under
side thereof, means for heating the heat sealing rim to a
temperature sufficient to effect heat sealing of the material
to the cup, spaced upper and lower clamp piates having a
central mouth spanning opening therein aligned with said
lead and dimensioned to closely surround said heat Seal
rim, means for advancing a strip of heat sealable
ates being normally spaced below said heat sealing rim

to maintain the strip out of contact therewith, cup sup
port means engageabie with the rim on tihe cup for support
ing the cup, drive ineans for moving said clamp piates into
engagemeit with opposite sides of the sheet and for mov
ing Said cup supporting means upwardly to bring the rim
on the cup into engagement with the underside of the
mouth spanning portion at a level above the level of
the strip engaged by the clamp plates sufficient to draw
the nouth spaaning portion taut cver the mouth of the
container, but insufficient to separate the mouth spanning
25 portion from the strip, said drive means including means
for noving the heat sealing head downwardly into en
gageinent with the upper side of the mouth spanning por
tion to heat seal the mouth spanning portion to the con
tailer while the mouth spanning portion remains attached
30 to the strip, said drive means being arranged to thereafter
move said heat sealing head downwardly through said
ciamp piates to separate the mouth spanning portion from
5

the strip.

17. The method of sealing the mouth of a container
coinprising, partially shearing a mouth spanning portion
spanning portion of the strip within the clamp piates to from
a strip cf heat sealable material by interrupted cut
tiereby heat sea the mouth spanning portion of the strip
lines around the periphery of the mouth spanning por
to the clip while the mouth spanning portion remains at tion,
gripping the strip around the periphery of the mouth
tached to the strip, said drive means including means for
Spanning
portion to support the same, moving the mouth
thereafter moving the heat sealing head and the container 40 of a contailer
into engagement with one side of the mouth
elevating head it unison relative to the clamp plates with Spaniling portion
at a level laterally offset from the plane
the rin on tile heat sealing head and the rim on the con
of the strip a distance sufficient to draw the mouth span
tainer in engagement with opposite sides of the mouth
ning portion taut across the mouth of the container with
spaniling perticn to separate the mouth spanning portion
Cit separating the portion from the strip, moving a heated
from the strip.
Sealing head into engagement with the other side of the
15. An apparatus for applying and heat sealing a sheet
rinouth spanning portion to heat seal the mouth spanning
of thin plastic material to ihe mouth of a cup having
portion
to the container while it remains attached to the
a marginai rim around the meutia comprising, a heat seal
Strip, and thereafter moving the head and container in
ing head having a peripheral heat sealing rim at the under
unison relative to the strip to sever the mouth spanning
side thereof, means for heating the heat sealing rim to a 50 portion
from the strip while maintaining the strip gripped
te:ngerature Suificient to effect heat sealing cf the mate
around
the
periphery of the portion.
rial to the cup, spaced upper and lower camp plates hav
18.
In
a
packaging
machine, means for advancing con
iiig a central mouth spanning opening therein aligned with
tainers
toward
and
away
from a station in said packaging
Said head and dimensioned to closely surround said heat
machine
and
for
interinitiently
elevating a container at said
sealing rina, means for advancing a strip of heat sealable
station, said means comprising an elongated conveyor for
plastic material between said clamp plates, said clamp advancing
containers horizontally past said station, an arm
piates being normally spaced below said heat sealing Support member
for vertical movement below
rim to maintain the strip cut of contact therewit, cup sup Said conveyor, aimsmounted
pivotally attached to said arm support
port means engageable with the rim cn the cup for sup rember
and extending upwardly along opposite sides
porting the cup, drive means for moving said clamp piate 60 of the conveyor,
opposed jaws on said arms shaped to en
into engagement with opposite sides of the sheet and
gage
aid
support
therebetween, drive means
for moving said cup supporting means upwardly to bring elig3g2able with saida container
below said conveyor operable to
the rim on the cup into engagement with the underside Sequentially pivot thearms
arms relative to the arm support
f the mouth spanning portion at a level above the level
thenbar
to
close
the
jaws;
raise the arm support member
of the Strip engaged by the camp plates sufficient to draw 65 to elie%ate the container; lower
the arm support member
the inclith spanning portion taut over the mouth of the
e
to return
the container to the conveyor, and thereafter

container, but insufficient to separate the mouth spanning
portioi from the strip, said drive means including means
for rioving the heat sealing head downwardly into en
gagement with the upper side of the mouth spanning por
tion to heat Seal the mouth spanning portion to the con
taine; while the mouth spanning portion remains attached
to the strip, said drive means including means for there
after effecting relative movement between the cup sup
porting means and the clamp plates in a direction axially
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pivot tile airns relative to the support member to
C;en tine jaws and release tie container for continued
advance by the conveyor, said drive means including an
actitiator member nolinted for limited vertical lost motion
Feiative to the arm Support member, means operatively
connecting the actuator member to the arms to close and
Open the jaws respectively in response to upward and

75

the arm Support meaber, means operatively connected

down Waid movement of the actuator member relative to
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to the actuator member for raising and lowerign the ac

tilator member, and lost motion means connecting the
actuaicr member to the arm support member to raise

and lower the arm support member when the jaws are
closed to a position to engage and support a container.
19. The combination of claim 18 wherein said lost
motion nearis includes spring means engaging the actuator
inenber and said arm support member yieldably urging
the actuator member downwardly relative to the arm sup
port member to thereby yieldably urge the jaws toward
an open position.
20. in a packaging machine, means for advancing con
tainers toward and away from a station in said packaging
machine and for intermittently elevating a container at
said station, said means comprising an elongated conveyor
for advancing containers horizontally past said station,
an
arm support member mounted for vertical movement
below said conveyor, arms pivotally attached to said arm
Support member and extending upwardly along opposite
sides of the conveyor, opposed jaws on said arms shaped
to engage and support a container therebetween, drive
means engageable with said arms below said conveyor
operable to sequentially pivot the arms relative to the arm
Support member to close the jaws; raise the arm support
member to elevate the container; lower the arm support
anember to return the container to the conveyor, and there
after pivot the arms relative to the support member to
open the jaws and release the container for continued
advailce by the conveyor, said drive means including an

16

ator member, and lost inction means connecting the actu
ator member to the arm support member to raise and
lower the arm support member when the jaws are closed
to a position to engage and support a container, Said lost
motion means including a rigid element on one of said
Inernbers engageable with the other of said members after
a preselected upward movement of the actuator member
relative to the arm support member for elevating the arm
support member with the actuator member during subse
quent raising of the latter, spring means engaging said ac
liator member and said arm support member yieldably

O

urging the actuator member downwardly relative to the
arm support member to thereby yieldably urge the jaws
toward an open position, and a second spring means en
gaging said arm support member for yieldably urging the

arm support member downwardly.
22. In a packaging machine, means for advancing con
tainers toward and away from a station in said packaging
machine and for intermittently elevating a container at
said station, said means comprising an elongated conveyor

for advancing containers horizontaily past said station, an

25

arm support member mounted for vertical movement be
low said conveyor, arms pivotally attached to said arm
support member and extending upwardly along opposite
sides of the conveyor, opposed jaws on said arms shaped
to engage and support a container therebetween, drive
rineans engageable with said arms below said conveyor
operable to sequentially pivot the arms relative to the arm
support member to close the jaws; raise the arm support

actuator member mounted for limited vertical lost motion 30 member to elevate the container; lower the arm support

relative to the arm support member, means operatively
connecting the actuator member to the arms to close and
open the jaws respectively in response to upward and
downward movement of the actuator member relative to
the arm Support member, means operatively connected to

nerinber to return the container to the conveyor, and there

the actuator member for raising and lowering the actuator
inember, and lost notion means connecting the actuator
member to the arm support member to raise and lower
the arm support member when the jaws are closed to a 40
position to engage and support a container, said lost mo
tion means including a rigid element on one of said mem
ers engageable with the other of said members after a
preselected upward movement of the actuator member
relative to the arms support member for elevating the arm
support member with the actuator member during sub 45
Sequent raising of the latter, and spring means engaging
said actuator member and said arm support member yield
ably urging the actuator member downwardly relative to
the arm support member to thereby yieldably urge the

after pivot the arms relative to the support member to
open the jaws and release the container for continued
advance by the conveyor, said drive means including an
actuator member mounted for limited vertical lost no
tion relative to the arm support member, link means pivot
ally attached to the actuator member and to the arms
for closing and opening the jaws respectively in response
to upward and downward movement of the actuator mem
ber relative to the arm support member, means opera
tively connected to the actuator member for raising and
lowering the actuator member, and lost motion means
connecting the actuator member to the arm support men

ber to raise and lower the arm support member with the
actuator member when the jaws are closed to a position

to engage and support a container.
23. In a packaging machine, means for advancing con
tainers toward and away from a station and for intermit
tently elevating containers at said station, said means
50 comprising an elongated conveyor for advancing con
jaWS toward an open position.
tainers past said station, spaced camping members dis
21. in a packaging machine, means for advancing con
posed intermediate the ends of said conveyor and having
tainers toward and away from a station in said packaging
laterally movable jaw portions extending above said con
machine and for intermittently elevating a container at
veyor at opposite sides thereof, means below said con
said station, said means comprising an elongated conveyor
veyor supporting said clamping members for movement
for advancing containers horizontally past said station,
of the jaw portions thereof laterally of the conveyor to
an arm support member mounted for vertical movement
ward and away from each other and for limited vertical
below said conveyor, arms pivotally attached to said arm
movement of the clamping members, said laterally mov
support member and extending upwardly along opposite
able jaw portions being shaped to engage and Support
sides of the conveyor, opposed jaws on said arms shaped
a container therebetween and constituting the sole means
io engage and support a container therebetween, drive 60 for
supporting the container during elevation of the latter,
aneans engageable with said arms below said conveyor
drive means normally supporting said clamping members
toperable to sequentially pivot the arms relative the arm
in a lowered position with the jaw portions spaced apart
'Support member to close the jaws; raise the arm support
to
permit a container on the conveyor to pass between
tember to elevate the container; lower the arm support
the
portions, said drive means including means oper
member to return the container to the conveyor, and there 65 ablejaw
to sequentially move the clamping members in one
after pivot the arms relative to the support member to
direction to close the jaw portions into engagement with
open the jaws and release the container for continued ad
vance by the conveyor, said drive means including an actu
elative to the arm support member, means operatively
connecting the actuator member to the arms to close and
open the jaws respectively in response to upward and

ator member mounted for limited vertical lost motion

downward movement of the actuator member relative to

the arm support member, means operatively connected
to the actuator member for raising and lowering the actu

70

opposite sides of a container on the conveyor; elevate the
clamping members to elevate the container; lower the
clamping members to return the container to the con

veyor; and thereafter move the clamping members oppo
site said one direction to open the jaw portions and re
lease the container and thereby permit the conveyor to
move the container away from the station.
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